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The garden at Yewbarrow House in Cumbria has been designed to take into
account the lie of the land and the elements, yet still deliver the wow factor
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Overlooking the huge sweep of sand and

sea known as Morecambe Bay sits a

Victorian house that looks as if it has

been wrapped in a protective blanket of green trees

and shrubs. On closer inspection, the planting is

revealed as something a little bit different. It is

exotic, lush, bold, architectural and colourful.

Yewbarrow House is the home of hoteliers,

gardeners and farmers Jonathan and Margaret

Denby. They run three hotels in the Lake District,

but Yewbarrow House is their home, and the

garden is Jonathan’s relatively recent passion.

‘We arrived here in 1999 and I knew absolutely

nothing about gardening. We were faced with a

grassy bank with a couple of trees on it - that was

it’. In the beginning, Jonathan sought help from

their neighbour, gardening writer and designer

Christopher Holliday, who advised on plants that

would survive here. ‘Then I just read books,

Christopher Lloyd in particular, who incidentally

introduced me to the idea of echiums, which are

everywhere now, and I was hooked.’

There was no masterplan, but from the

beginning Jonathan had the help of Carl Taylor to

do the hard landscaping. Initially, the stone for the

walls and the edging came out of the ground, when

it was levelled to make the sunken garden and the

lawn at the back of the house. ‘It was all done IL
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piecemeal,’ says Jonathan, ‘but now there is

something like a quarter of a mile of stone walls’.

They decided to make the main slope into an

Italian terrace, making steps up the middle with

huge terraces of plants on either side. ‘The great

thing about a slope,’ says Jonathan, ‘is that the

drainage is good and the frost rolls down to the

bottom, so in fact quite tender things can survive.’

There is a definite microclimate in this coastal

strip of Cumbria. The rainfall is low when

compared to the rest of the Lake District - 40in a

year - and despite the warming influence of the

sea, there are around 30 days a year when frost

lies on the ground. ‘Luckily, though,’ says Jonathan,

‘when we do get the frosts, the sun will very soon

burn it off’. Behind the house lies a 60-acre wood,

which is vital in protecting the garden from the

westerly winds, and enables them to grow a range

of interesting plants.

You can’t go very far at Yewbarrow House before

encountering dahlias - and lots of them. Again, it

was something Jonathan knew little about when

he arrived, but now grows a huge range of species

and hybrids, and has joined forces with gardener

and local dahlia breeder Jack Gott to produce their

own named varieties, the first of which will be

released this year: ‘Yewbarrow Black’ with dark

leaves and an almost black flower.

This is a garden that has never stood still; a

reflection of Jonathan’s drive and energy. Last year

he exhibited at Hampton Court Flower Show

with The Bee Keeper’s Garden, which has been

reconstructed at Yewbarrow House, and is already

preparing for his next assault, on Chelsea. He loves

to use talented artists, so sculptor Alan Ward

spends a day a week on site, crafting pieces from

local limestone, and elsewhere there are mosaics

by master practitioner Maggy Howarth. ‘Coming

late to gardening has given me that drive I

suppose,’ he says. ‘I don’t want to stop!’

Garden profile
PLACE Yewbarrow House, Hampsfell
Road, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria LA11

6BE.Tel: +44 (0)1539 532469.

Open for the NGS on 6 June, 4 July, 1

August and 5 September, 11am-4pm.

Also for groups by appointment.

www.yewbarrowhouse.co.uk

SIZE 4.5 acres
SITE Sloping, facing south-east
DESIGN STYLE Stone terraces, exotic
planting - areas include a Victorian kitchen

garden, sunken garden and Italian terrace
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DIVIDING SPACES Gardens in the south

east of England are more likely to use yew

or beech hedges to mark the division

between different ‘rooms’, but in Cumbria

stone topped with slate is used to create

fortress-like divisions (above).

ITALIANATE STEPSTo cope with the

slope that rises by 2.4m from top to bottom,

the steps in the Italian terrace (left) have

been constructed in a series of five flights,

each containing four steps. After each flight,

paved paths lead off between the borders.

The steps are low and wide to make

climbing easy, even when two abreast.

The stone walls in the garden were built from local
limestone and from rocks found on the site

Terracing and steps
AtYewbarrow, the natural steep slopes have been put to good use with a series of

terraces and steps.These make generous planting platforms for a range of exotic plants.

DRYSTONEWALLS? The long borders

created by the terraces (above) are

accessible by paved paths which brings

the visitor in close contact with the planting.

Low retaining walls are just 30-45cm high,

but they are adequate to contain the soil.

Using reused pieces of limestone found on

site, the walls are built with a minimum of

mortar to look like traditional ‘drystone’ walls.

PICTURESQUE RUINS The wall hiding the

visitor car park (above) was deliberately

made to look like a ruin, and a pair of seats

give a view back over the sunken garden.

CLASSICAL URNS Carefully placed at the

bottom of each flight of steps, stone urns

planted with succulents (right) are a visual

punctuation mark as you go up or down.
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Echium pininana

are something of a

signature plant here.

Growing to tree-like

proportions (3m or so)

they are frost tender, but

survive in the protected

Italian garden.

The limestone paving

used for the treads of

the steps and the coping

of the walls had to be

bought in, although the

stone pieces for the

risers and low walls

were found on site.

The dark foliage and

scarlet flowers of Dahlia

‘Bishop of Llandaff’

happily mingle with

salmon pink D. ‘Joanne

Taylor’.Tubers are taken

out after the first frosts

and put into a cool shed.

A glimpse of the tower

and glasshouses in the

gravel garden can be seen

behind the wall.This is

the most sheltered part

of the garden, surrounded

by walls, where tender

plants thrive.
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The backdrop for the

terrace isYewbarrow

Wood, which provides

great shelter from

westerly gales and

means that many

borderline hardy plants

can survive winter.

Although the soil is

well drained, Gunnera

manicata thrives, though

it stays a much more

manageable size than

it might do with more

moisture in the ground.

Adding to the cooler

green theme of this

part of the border,

Zantedeschia aethiopica,

the arum lily, creates

good clumps of glossy

foliage with single

white trumpets.

Cordylines create great

structure and stay

looking good all year.

They will be cut down

by severe frosts, but so

far they have survived.
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The Italian terrace
This is the area of the garden where the combination of hard and soft landscaping

comes together to stunning effect.The soil is neutral and well drained, which

means that plants never have to sit wet in winter - much more damaging than the

cold. Most plants (except the dahlias) stay in situ over winter and are dug up and

divided only when they take up too much space (the crocosmias tend to do this).

Some 25 tons of well-rotted stable manure is used as a mulch each autumn.
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An exotic palette
The innovative planting atYewbarrow House reflects the fact that this part of Cumbria is sunnier

and drier than other parts of the northwest of England.The soil is free-draining neutral loam.

Jonathan and Margaret Denby run a group of

Lake District hotels. Self-taught gardeners, they

moved toYewbarrow House in 1999 and, with

help from landscaper CarlTaylor and gardener

Ken Postlethwaite, created a remarkable garden.

Jonathan exhibited at Hampton Court in 2009

and is busy making gardens at each of his three

hotels. He is setting his sights on Chelsea 2010,

with a design for aVictorian aviary garden.

www.yewbarrowhouse.co.uk

OWNER/DESIGNER PROFILE
FREEDOM OF COLOUR Jonathan Denby

started with a blank slate, so had total

freedom with the planting. He experimented

with things that should be tender such as

Lobelia tupa and found that they survived.

Dahlias have become a big passion and

experience has shown that the taller species

such as Dahlia imperialis, that flower late

and will withstand the first frosts, can be left

in the ground until the new year. Above, left

to right: Albizia julibrissin; semi-cactus Dahlia

‘Hayley Jayne’; the orange pompon Dahlia

‘Sylvia’; green-flowered Gladiolus dalenii and

self-seeded opium poppies.

FOLIAGEAND FLOWERS Two bold clumps

of variegated phormiums (left) enclose a

path of blue and white agapanthus and

tall Crocosmia ‘Lucifer’ with the smaller

Crocosmia x crocosmiiflora running through

it. All share the same sword-shaped leaves.

SUNSHINEAND CLOUD At the top of the

Italian terrace, facing south east, feathery

gold fennel, yellow achillea and dark Dahlia

‘Arabian Night’ (above) work well together.

The good thing about a sloping site is that frost rolls away
and good drainage means plants never sit wet in winter


